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INTRODUCTION

This report is concerned with the Bernal Heights community of

San Francisco; an area which embraces approximately 600 acres, 7,000

houses, about 22,000 people, and contains, in microcosm, many of the

potentials, problems and dynamic forces found in the City as a whole.

The area is located south of the Mission District and its major physi-

cal element, Bernal Hill, defines the end of the "Inner Mission 1

.

Bernal Heights is bounded roughly by Army Street on the north, Mission

Street on the west, and the Southern and James Lick Freeways on the

south and east. It includes Precita Valley, Holly Park and St. Mary's

Park as subdistricts

.

This report proposes the application of various programs available

to the City in order to improve and maintain the neighborhood. Recom-

mended improvements involve the use of such tools as: Federal and

State aid programs, City investment in capital improvements, voluntary

community projects, and investment by individual property owners.

One of the values of a program to improve the neighborhood is

that it gives a sense of magnitude as to what needs to be done and

the means of measuring progress toward accomplishment. With this

initial document, it is difficult to predict how readily a program

can be executed, or how much it will have to be altered to respond

to changing conditions.

Perhaps most important, this program represents the fruits of a

partnership between citizens of the neighborhood and the Planning
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Department of the City. It is based on a plan prepared in the

neighborhood by the Bernal Heights Association and reviewed by the

Department of City Planning. After considerable review, criticism

and discussion, the basic original plan remains intact. Any significant

additions are consistent with the spirit of the original proposals.

The Neighborhood Association

Bernal Heights has been distinguished by having one of the City's

more active and creative improvement clubs. Organized in 1964 as the

Northern Bernal Heights Improvement Association it expanded to include

the areas south of Cortland Avenue and shortened its name to Bernal

Heights Association a year later. Efforts are continuously made by

the Association to encourage broad neighborhood participation and

awareness.

Every Summer since 1965 the Association has held a fair in "Precita

Green" (Bernal Park) attracting up to 10,000 people to its artists'

exhibits, bazaars, fcod concessions and all-day entertainment. This

event has been preceded by the publishing of a 12-page tabloid neighbor-

hood journal which is distributed to all 7,000 households in the area.

Activities, such as the fair, have made it possible for the As-

sociation to reach all segments of the community, thus compensating for

a lack of continuous involvement by some of its 200-plus members.

Membership in the Association is almost as diverse as the neighborhood's

population, with the exception of the Spanish speaking group where the

language barrier discourages active participation. Tenants and business

people are encouraged to join, however, property owners form the majority
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of the membership.

The Plan's History

The Association began studying the neighborhood problems soon after

it was organized in 1964. When the Rapid Transit Corridor Study was

started in 1965, the Planning Department informally asked the Associatio:

to formulate the ideas and aspirations of the neighborhood.

The Association decided to create a plan which would crystalize

its goals and give a sense of direction and priority to its activities.

The committee charged with this task submitted a report in the form of

a plan exhibit at the Association's 1966 fair. The plan had widespread

public exposure before its adoption in October, 1966. After the fair,

it was exhibited in September at the San Francisco Civic Art Festival,

and 700 letter-size reproductions with descriptive text on the plan were

included with October meeting notices to Association members and area

residents.

A year of study ensued; advice was sought from San Francisco

Planning and Urban Renewal Association (SPUR), City department officials

and a panel of Supervisors. The Association began moves to implement

the plan, investigating a federal grant for a community center, receiv-

ing design help from the University of California Community Design

Center for a step-walk and park on Peralta Avenue, and appropriating

half of its funds for tree planting projects on principal streets. An

"Action" committee was created to investigate and coordinate avenues of

implementing the plan.

When the plan was formally presented to the City Planning
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Commission, the neighborhood had not resolved the question of whether

to pursue code enforcement, rehabilitation renewal or self-help as

principal means of implementation.

In the course of the department's review, the Association

:,Action" committee took field trips of the Glen Park and Buena Vista

Heights code enforcement areas and found the program well-suited to

the needs of much of Bernal Heights. The committee reported to the

membership at its January 1968, meeting at which time a motion to

request that part of Bernal Heights be included in the City's next

code enforcement program was unanimously adopted.

Later that month the department's analysis of the plan and

scheme of implementation were presented to the Planning Commission and

neighborhood representatives. General agreement was reached on the

major proposals and the department was asked to proceed with a

detailed document for review and approval.

In response to the community request the Planning Director

included a portion of Bernal Heights in the 1968 application for

Federally Assisted Code Enforcement (FACE). After approval by the

Board of Supervisors in May, protracted discussion, documentation,

revision and additional research ensued. With HUD'S acceptance of

the application in October the first step was taken toward realization

of the Bernal Heights Plan.
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II THE NEIGHBORHOOD TODAY

Description of the Area

The neighborhood is clearly defined by thoroughfares and

topography. The James Lick and Southern Freeways, Army and Mission

Streets surround the hill, separating it from adjoining areas. The

ridge tends to isolate the northern third of Bernal Heights from the

rest of the community, but because it blocks the Mission Corridor

traffic pattern, the neighborhood is spared through traffic, except

for minor east-west arterials.

Mission Street shopping facilities serve both north and south

Bernal Heights and are the only place where the community has signifi-

cant contact with the people of adjoining neighborhoods. The Cortland

Avenue shopping area within the neighborhood has a pleasant village-

center quality due to its isolation from and elevation above the

commerce of Bayshore Boulevard and Mission Street. Both Cortland and

Mission areas show signs of economic decline, with marginal businesses

and vacant stores. The change in merchandising caused by the auto-

mobile is reflected in the recent replacement of perhaps a dozen small

Mission Street stores by a supermarket and a gas station.

The northerly slopes of the hill enjoy the most scenic view, and

the steep slope opens this view to a high proportion of properties.

Conversely, the southerly and easterly views are more confused and

discordant, dominated by freeways and industry. The gentleness of the

slope limits the view potential of most properties, combined with the
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narrow streets, a more inward looking, enclosed environment is created.

The social change evident in this southeastern area seems to support

a contention that good views are apparently a stabilizing factor on

the north slope.

With the exception of a small pocket of industry off Bayshore

Boulevard, Bernal Heights is a residential community of single family

housing. Poorly maintained structures, not necessarily reflecting

building age, are scattered throughout the community. The most

noticeable concentration of poor housing is along Bayshore Freeway,

but the quadrant southeast of Cortland and Andover Streets appears to

have the largest number of deteriorating structures. On the northerly

slopes, there is some evidence of remodeling activity, which tends

to balance the forces of deterioration.

Throughout the community are informal play spaces, vacant

properties, unpaved streets and leftover segments of public right-of-

way which give a "rural" character to the area. Because these spaces

collect debris and have an uncared-for appearance, they also are a

negative influence on the community.

Design Resources

The area has many design resources, and urban design

opportunities. Listed in order of importance they are:

1. Crest of Bernal Hill: The bald nob rising to 480 feet

dominates the entire area. The hilltop has no improved

facilities to take advantage of the magnificent views of

the surrounding city. The communications relay station is
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PLATE I

MAJOR DESIGN ELEMENTS
DESIGN RESOURCES

1 CREST OF BERNAL HILL
2 HOLLY PARK
3. PRECITA GREEN
4. BOCANA STREET
5 MISSION-DOLORES-SAN JOSE
6 CORTLAND AVENUE
7. PRECITA AVENUE
8. COSO PLAZA
9. V1RGINIA-EUGENIA-BENNINGTON
10. ALABAMA -NEVADA
11. PERALTA point
12 FARMERS MARKET

open space VIEW * ;f TUNNEL

— — COMMERCIAL AREA *///m«
{i TOPOGRAPHIC FORM .'•'.' TRAFFIC

PHYSICAL ELEMENTS THAT GIVE DEFINITION AND IDENTITY TO BERNAL HEIGHTS

BERNAL HEIGHTS NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
SAN FRANCISCO DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
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a visually disturbing element. The nob does present a

place to "get away from the city"; however, the total

open area is perhaps excessive for this purpose and could

accommodate other recreational and public uses.

2. Holly Park : A minor hill formally circumscribed by an

oval road, the park and adjoining reservoir have impressive

groves of tall eucalyptus and cypress trees. These dominate

the immediate area and form a pleasing focal point in views

from the surrounding district.

3. Precita Green : This formal, rectangular tree-lined green

with a gentle slope is located near the bottom of the north

side of Bernal Hill. The irregular street pattern to the

east and west and the steep gradient to the south give

added definition to this park. In form and location it is

an ideal square or "common" in the European or New England

sense. If the positive influence of the annual street fair

could be extended throughout the year, it would help

stabilize and revitalize the surrounding area.

4. Bocana Street : Although otherwise a typical street, Bocana

runs on axis between Holly Park and Bernal Hill nobs

creating a formal linking element. The street dips in a

saddle between the two nobs, creating vistas with dramatic

impact in both directions.

5. Intersection of liission, Dolores and San Jose : The city

has few gateways with the dramatic visual potential found
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here. A panorama of downtown is suddenly revealed to

city-bound motorists on Mission and San Jose, only to be

swallowed by a gasoline station billboard before it has

been enjoyed. Palm tree-lined Dolores Street also presents

a striking vista from Mission Street, but what should be

a grand terminous is a visually confused area. Traffic

movements are likewise confused, restricted and congested

at this point of confluence.

6. Cortland Avenue : From the Lick Freeway underpass to the

top of the hill and the neighborhood shopping district,

Cortland makes angular turns which offer a series of

interesting vistas. The commercial uses give a changed

character to the street for several blocks, until the

street dips downhill at Bocana Street, offering a view

of the flatlands and Twin Peaks.

7. Precita Avenue : The street is visually significant as it

relates to Precita Green, particularly that portion from

Alabama Street to Army Street.

8. Plaza at intersection of Coso, Precita and Coleridge :

The space formed by the juncture of these streets has the

potential of becoming a distinctive small urban plaza.

9. Virglnia-Eugenia-Eennington : This well-used access way

from Mission Street unfolds a series of attractive vistas

as it winds through a grid pattern.

10. Alabama-Brad ford-Bernal Heights Blvd. -Nevada; The most
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used route between the north and south, it has some

pleasing prospects and is significant because it connects

Precita Green, Bernal Hill crest and Cortland Avenue.

The wide street width from the Green to Ripley would lend

itself to generous landscape treatment.

11. Peralta Point ; Complicated multi-level streets give this

section special character. Many interesting vistas and

space relationships can be experienced in this small corner

of Bernal Heights.

12. Farmers' Market ; This city-owned facility is unique,

drawing farmers to its open vending stalls from all over

central California. Located at the base of steep bluffs

on the southeast corner of the district, it seems more a

part of the mass of asphalt freeways than the community

beyond. It could become a major City attraction as well

as a community asset.

13. Throughout Bernal Heights ; particularly the northerly

and westerly areas, are individual and clusters of general-

ly older buildings of attractive or outstanding appearance.

The People

The 1960 U.S. Census reports that 22,000 people live in the

Bernal Heights area. Overall, the composition might be termed cos-

mopolitan: 897. white (17% have Spanish Surnames), 67„ negro, and 57.

"other" including orientals and Polynesians. School attendance

statistics (1967) indicate an influx of young minority families. The
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four schools serving the area (two serve areas beyond Bemal's

boundaries) indicate 76% white (387. Spanish), 157. negro and 97.

oriental.

The income level (in 1960) averaged $5,300, somewhat above the

City average ($4,800), whereas educational level was decidely lower

with 487. having 8 years of less schooling (City 317.). The Com-

munity's above average affluence is perhaps explained by the employ-

ment pattern; craftsmen, foremen, skilled and semiskilled laborers

form the largest segment of the labor force (397,), whereas profes-

sionals and managerial types are few (117,), as are the lowest paid:

domestics and unskilled laborers (107o). Home ownership is com-

paratively high (557» vs. 337. city-wide) and higher among nonwhites

(657.).

These data seem to support the theory that Bernal Heights

attracts upwardly mobile minorities, many buying their first house.

The relatively modest size and price of houses in the neighborhood

encourages this movement.

It appears that Bernal Heights has traditionally played this

role. The neighborhood was settled largely by foreign born and first

generation Americans, dominately Italian but with sizeable numbers of

Irish and Germans. St. Anthony's Church on Army Street, the city's

German speaking church until World War II, now has Spanish and

English services. Immaculate Conception, a block away on Folsom,

remains largely Italian, however the congregation is small. The

parishioners at St. Kevin's on Cortland Avenue are about one-third
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Italian. About an equal number of Spanish (largely Central American)

and Filipinoes make up the remainder of the parish. The Negro

community in Bernal Heights is predominantly protestant.

Another means of comparing community characteristics was made

possible in an exhaustive analysis of the 1960 census data in the

city's 42 catholic parishes. This study showed that St. Anthony's

and St. Kevin's, both of which serve the bulk of Bernal Heights,

have the lowest median value of homes among the 42 parishes. On

the other hand, median family income in these two parishes is about

$6,000 which is relatively high. In this category, St. Kevin's

ranked 28th and St. Anthony's 27th. About 587. of St. Anthony's

and 517. of St. Kevin's dwelling units are owner-occupied, ranking

them 16th and 18th among parishes.

Only the parishes of the East Mission have higher proportions

of Spanish, and only the two parishes of Hunters Point-Bayview ex-

ceed St. Kevin's fertility rate (children under 5 years of age per

female 15-49 years old). St. Anthony's falls in 6th place. For

children under 18 years old, the parishes rank 5th and 6th city-

wide. Senior Citizens (over 65) are correspondingly few with St,

Kevin's at 97. ranking 35th and St. Anthony's at 9.97. ranking 33rd.
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III PLANNING THE NEIGHBORHOOD

The Association's Plan

The Plan prepared by the Association encompasses proposals for

park and recreational development, beautification, traffic improvements

and street, step and sidewalk construction.

The central feature of the Plan is development of a naturalistic

park and community center with terraced play areas atop Bernal Heights.

Garden lined step-walks radiate downward from the park like those of

Filbert and Greenwich Streets on Telegraph Hill. Mayflower, Esmeralda

and Peralta Streets would be the principal stepwalks.

Small play lots and mini-parks are proposed for localities not

near the larger open spaces. Generally they utilize unpaved public

rights-of-way (Ogden St., Peralta St.) or close a street to traffic

(Eugenia St., east and west). One additional site requires acquisition

of private property (foot of Esmeralda) but results in opening a new

pedestrian way to Mission Street.

Street-tree planting and roadside landscaping are the principal

beautification elements. The plan indicates greenery along the traffic

ways surrounding Bernal Heights, the two arterials which traverse the

area and the principal entry streets which penetrate the neighborhood.

Landscape treatment is also specified at Farmers' Market.

Street, sidewalk and step construction is called for on most un-

developed rights-of-way. A project on Elsie Street has been





SMALL PLAY LOT

Array St.

HILLTOP PARK

SHOPPER PARKING

& SMALL PARK

TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENTS

STREET CONSTRUCTION

/WW. TREES & LANDSCAPING

GARDEN LINED STEP -WALKS

PROPOSED PARKS, etc.

EXISTING PARKS, etc.

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
BERNAL HEIGHTS ASSOCIATION



WHAT THE PLAN PROPOSES

trees and landscaping
Street trees and landscaped areas are recommended throughout the
neighborhood, especially along the thoroughfares and main entrance
streets. Rutledge Street (left) shows how trees enhance the houses,
even on very narrow sidewalks.

garden lined step-walks
Unpavable streets, like Peralta Avenue (above) hold potential
charm as great as Telegraph Hill. Filbert Street, (right)
below Coit Tower, shows the possibilities.

bernal heights park
A park on top of the hill with paths, picnic areas and
vista points has long been in the City Plan. We hope
to add a recreational arts building (left) and play
areas terraced into the eastern end of the hill.

"postage stamp" parks
Five small park-play lots, like this one (below)
on 7th Avenue near Geary Boulevard, are proposed
for areas not close to the larger parks.

traffic improvements
Hazardous streets and intersections
are circled on the plan. Some need
widening or realigning, but most
only require crosswalks, signals,
stop signs, parking restrictions,
or one-way traffic.

street paving
We still have cowpaths on Bernal Heights! The plan calls for
paving six streets, including Elsie Street (left) where con-
struction began, but is temporarily halted.

have other ideas?
Use the suggestion sheet at the fair, voice them at BHA meetings
or write to our president, Cecilia Herman, at 19A Mirabel Avenue!
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completed since the plan's creation; the principal roadwork re-

maining is on Brewster, Montcalm, Powhattan and Putnam.

Fifteen specific traffic problem spots are identified in the

plan; solutions are suggested for most and study requested for the

others. These proposals, some already achieved and others still

under study by the Department of Public Works do not materially af-

fect traffic patterns or land use and are not studied in detail in

this review, however they appear to contribute to the neighborhoods

livability as well as traffic safety and should receive

consideration for implementation.

A shopper parking lot is indicated mid-block behind Ilission

Street stores and Coleridge Street houses. The unusually deep lots

result in space to the rear which is under-utilized and could be-

come parking space.

Staff Review

The Association's plan, is in general, a sound, thoughtful

plan and an excellent beginning toward stabilizing and upgrading

the neighborhood. It contains imaginative proposals, yet its

modest and realistic nature make it an effective foundation for an

action program.

A critical weakness in the plan is the absence of a long-range

strategy. Although Bernal Heights would rank high in terms of

urban amenities, some problems are deep-seated, and the proposals

in the plan can only be considered a first step toward their

elimination. For example, the plan doesn't solve the problems of
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aging buildings, inadequate parking, or narrow streets, nor does

it explore social problems which exist in the community.

The development and implementation of a long-range strategy

is not a simple process, nor one that should be expected of a neigh-

borhood association. The product of the staff's review, a neighbor-

hood Improvement Program for Bernal Heights, broadens the Association'

<

plan and carries it to the stage of an implementation program. Even

so, additional programs will have to be evolved to address themselves

to the unsolved community problems.

Planning Policies

The objectives and principles behind the Association's plans are

implied rather than stated. Verbalized as planning policy statements,

the objectives and principles help to evaluate the plan, refine it

and increase its effectiveness in achieving the desired goals.

1. Although some areas suffer from poor planning, small lots

or narrow streets, the land use and street pattern of Bernal

Heights is generally suited to its topography, location and

surrounding development. Hence, wherever possible, the City's

aim should be to renew the existing neighborhood fabric with-

out resorting to drastic measures such as redevelopment.

2. Public effort should be concentrated on improvements which

will: (a) serve the particular needs of the resident groups

(b) be most visible (c) become strong identifying features

and symbols of area rejuvenation and (d) demonstrate most

effectively the concern and value he City places upon the
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neighborhood.

3. The visual image of the neighborhood should be strengthened

by giving the hilltop greater skyline importance and by en-

hancing the neighborhood's perimeter; its entry points on

surrounding thoroughfares, the bluffs and greenbelts along

the freeways, etc.

4. Predominantly an area of modest single family dwellings, the

neighborhood is most favorably suited to young home buyers

having the enthusiasm and energy to make improvements.

Families with greater space requirements (more bedrooms,

parking space and public recreation facilities) can best be

accommodated in less compact neighborhoods. Older people

find the housing suitable but the hill difficult.

5. The southeastern slope is the most deficient in visual

amenities. Because of its special problems, including

narrow walks and streets and dense development, innovations

in City beautificaticn techniques will have to be employed

to compensate for the area's deficiencies.

The Improvement Plan

Given the preceeding statement or policies as a framework, the

department's staff analyzed the Association's plan and elaborated

upon it. As a result, the Bernal Heights Improvement Plan presented

in this report, incorporates most of the features in the plan pre-

pared by the Association, but is broadened to give a more uniform

level of improvements throughout the neighborhood. A few debatable
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or :'problen :

' proposals have been modified, but all changes and

additons follow the spirit of the Association's plan.

Beautification, recreation and street development remain the

principal elements of the plan and are expanded considerably in

the southeastern sector of the neighborhood. Burial of utility

wires is added to the landscaping treatmentment of principal access

and vista streets. Suggestions are made for specific types of

landscape or design effects in areas with special interest or

problems.

The park and community center atop Bernal Heights, with a

radiating system of greenways and stepwalks, remains as the

central feature of the plan. A series of stepwalks have been

added along the park's south side, linking Bernal Heights

Boulevard with the streets ending near Powhattan Avenue below.

The Bocana Street (North) stepwalk has been omitted in favor of

a shorter one to Bonview street; the upper Harrison Street step-

walk is omitted due to lack of a right-of-way and the Joy Street

and Esmeralda East stepwalks have been combined.

Principal additons to the plan are in areas adjacent to the

freeways and throughout the southeast area. Forestation of the

undevelopable bluffs above Alemany Housing, Farmers' Market and

James Lick Freeway would be accompanied by creation of moderate

priced housing sites and resubdivided areas for family housing

where existing lot patterns and topography are irreconcilable.

New street alignments are proposed at the ends of Gates, Folsom

and Banks (Area "D") ; as well as Mullen, Brewster, Franconia and
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Holladay (Area "B") ; and the Ilojave-Peralta-Jarobe loop would be

paved, as well as Putnam at Farmers' Market (Area "F") . Moderate

Priced Housing could be integrated with the forested bluff at a

street ends between Moultrie and Pvoscoe Streets, and the abandoned

greenhouse area on Cortland (Area E) could accommodate additional

housing, plus a small park, or an elementary school site.

Farmers' Market could be substantially enhanced as a major

food merchandising center and visitor attraction. A broader array

of vendors and facilities, expansion of the Market into the area of

marginal uses north of Tompkins Avenue, reorientation of structures

and planting of windbreaks to protect activities from the winds,

landscaping of the barren parking lots as well as the bluffs,

and colorful lighting to facilitate nightime use are possibilities

which could make the Market an outstanding City facility.

These recommendations for development of problem areas along

the freeways point out their potential for improvement. More de-

tailed study is needed in order to determine feasibility.

The neighborhood above the bluffs has less flexibility, but it

has a similar potential for improvement. The North-South street

orientation leaves relatively unused and often unpaved side

streets which can provide space for amenities without sacrificing

traffic circulation. Two mini-parks and a stepwalk have been

added to the plan, as well as landscaped areas on the side streets.

Because of the compactness of the neighborhood with narrow streets

and sidewalks, rows of street trees along the sidewalks may not be
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the best means of beautif ication. One or two large trees per block,

growing in protected street side planter areas in the parking strip

might be more satisfactory from a maintenance as well as design point

of view.

Another area in need of detailed study is area "G" on the north

side of Bernal Heights. A new street following the contour is suggested

midway between Stoneman and Bernal Heights Boulevard connecting

Manchester and and Bonview Streets, The existing pattern with Shotwell

and Bocana running uphill is virtually undevelopable. A vest pocket re-

newal project may be the most practical means of correcting the situation.

Other innovations in the Improvement Plan are principally con-

cerned with landscaping and urban design. Bocana Street follows a

saddle between Holly Park and the peak of Bernal Heights, separating

the south and west slopes. As an axis between the two most prominent

physical features in the neighborhood, the street is an important link-

ing element and forms a major vista from both. Street trees, under-

ground wires and broad formal stairs topped by viewing and sitting areas

at each end are recommended.

Similar treatment, minus viewing areas, is recommended for the

short link on Murray Street with Saint Mary's Playground. An appropriate

playground entrance should be developed here and the pathway to the ped-

estrian overpass at the Southern Freeway should be improved. The un-

developed bowl at the bottom of St. Mary's Playground should be improved

for park purposes concurrent with the forestation of the hillside near

Alemany Housing.

Another vital area for design purposes surrounds the intersection
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of Mission Street, San Jose Avenue, and Dolores Street (Area "A").

Because this is one of the City's most dramatic gateways, it will be

analyzed in detail in the citywide Urban Design Study, recently in-

itiated by the Department. Further improvement planning at this location

should be related to this study.

Mission Street's convenience shopping area (Area "C") should be

made more distinguishable from the more marginal strip commercial develop-

ment. Trees and flowers in planter boxes and special street lighting of

high design quality could be added. Light amber lucolux lamps for

general illumination and incandescent downlighting would produce a

pleasing nighttime quality, and with the planters, would add to the

areas special identity.

The shift in merchandising to high volume chain operations with

shopper parking raises the question as to how extensive the shopping

area should be and whether or not the proposed parking lot east of

Mission is warranted. A study of this area should be undertaken with

the participation of the merchants and property owners.

Army Street's drab appearance is not greatly relieved by the

few small existing trees. Introduction of color, closely planted

flowers or shrubs along sidewalk edges and center island, with small

trees, as a secondary fe'ature, might be the most effective solution.

In order to enhance the entrances to the neighborhood and to

separate the residential environment from the noise and traffic of

Mission and Army Streets, masses of trees are recommended where side

streets open onto these thoroughfares. Precita and Coleridge, as the
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outermost 'layers ' are recommended for burial of utilities and tree

planting as means of reinforcing their residential character and

desirability.

Alabama and Folsom Streets are unusually broad and accommodate

perpendicular parking. Formal double rows of low spreading trees are

suggested; the outer rows on the sidewalk and the inner rows carefully

inter-spaced with the parking stalls and protected with bollards,

cobbles, etc. The low trees would not interfere with downtown vistas

from second story lving rooms.

Trees should be planted from Cortland northward along Nevada Street

and lower Bernal Heights Boulevard, forming a continuous greenway with

Alabama Street and enhancing the major link between North and South

Bernal Heights.

The perimeter of Bernal Heights Boulevard should be planted with

groves of large growing trees, particularly above the ends of streets

below, thus strenjthening the visual importance of the hill from the

streets.

The continued visual importance of the greenery in Holly Park and

Reservoir is threatened as mature trees die off or are removed.

Additional eucalyptus and cypress should be planted.

Precita Green (Bernal Park) also needs refurbishing. Ways and means

should be found to make it a more attractive staging area for the annual

street fair and other activities. Special lighting, fountains, permanent

platforms, terracing, walkways and utility outlets could make the green

more attractive and useful throughout the year.
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A mini-park located on Eugenia Avenue between Prospect and

Winfield is shown instead of the Eugenia-Bennington site because it

is undeveloped as a street and would not block access to garages, A

traffic diverter could be constructed if desired, at Bennington Street,

For similar reasons, the mini-park proposed on Eugenia Avenue west of

Prentiss has been shifted east onto the undeveloped end of the street.

Coso Green, a plaza bounded by Coso, Coleridge and Precita

Streets should be improved with benches, paving and more trees. Play

sculpture set in a sand basin for small children could be an aesthetic

and utilitarian feature in the plaza.
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IV IMPLEMENTING THE PLAN

The Neighborhood Improvement Program calls for a number of

public improvements. Their cost must be estimated as a first step

toward further consideration. It may then be determined whether they

are within the city's (or neighborhood's) ability to finance, or

whether State, Federal or other assistance is needed. The number of

alternatives is limited, and if the program envisioned is ambitious,

federal aid of some sort is almost mandatory. Urban renewal is the

most flexible federal tool readily available, however, other special

purpose programs often can be combined with equal results.

Once a reasonably attainable combination of public and private

financing programs is defined, it is necessary to arrange them in a

sequence for development. Obviously the kind of improvement en-

visioned in Bernal Heights would take ten to fifteen years to achieve.

A strategy is required to direct energies where they are most needed

and when they will be most beneficial. Whatever sequence Is conceived

at this early date, modifications are certain as the program progresses.

Like the Capital Improvement Program, the Neighborhood Improvement

Program may need updating each year.

Cost Estimate

Many assumptions are necessary in devising estimates, and they

are subject to reinterpretation with time. Whenever possible, costs

were obtained from studies already made by the Department of Public
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Works, or unit costs were taken from similar projects. Rapid Transit

Corridor Study information regarding land costs was also utilized.

The original plan submitted by the Bernal Heights Association

would cost about $1.5 million dollars to achieve. About 57. of this

could consist of volunteer projects with a real value several times

that figure, reflecting donated labor. The assumptions as to volunteer

participation are based on neighborhood enthusiasm and the need for

citizen involvement or "partnership : in the processes of neighborhood

improvement.

The Department of City Planning, in taking a somewhat longer view

and studying the Association's plan in great detail finds reasons to

increase the plan's scope by doubling the extent of public improvements,

Over a third of the increase ($660,000) represents burial of overhead

utilities and new lighting on principal vista streets and travel-ways.

The remainder of the increase comprises additional parks, totlots and

landscaped areas ($430,000) additional street improvements and steps

($350,000), and added street-tree planting ($40,000). One major cost

item was temporarily omitted for further study: the shopper parking

lot behind Mission Street stores (estimated at $320,000).
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TABLE I

ESTIMATED IIEIGI1B0RH00D IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM COSTS

(Dollars in Thousands)

STREET TREES City Projects Voluntary Projects

Arterials 239.7

Entry Masses 25.6

Collector Sts. 15.1

Street Side Planters 4.6 2.4
Subtotal 269.9 17.5

LANDSCAPING, STREET,
FURNITURE, ETC.

Step Walk Gardens 3.0 12.9

3.0

1.0

6.5

46.5

Center Islands, Areas,
Edges, etc. 44.0

Park Refurbishing 53.0

New Parks, Totlots 577.5

B.H. Park and
Community Ctr. 533.0

Street Furniture 39.0
Subtotal 1,249.5 69.9

STREET WORK

Steps and Walks 272.0 6.1

Street Construction 523.7

Street Modifications 192.0
Subtotal 987.7 6.1

ST. LIGHTS, UNDERGROUND
WIRING 624.9

Total $3,132.0 $93.5
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Fund Sources

The usual sources of funds for the kind of improvements de-

sired in Bernal Heights are state gas tax rebates for road construction

and beautification, bond issues for city-wide programs, such as

street lighting and park development, assessments to property owners

for improvements which directly benefit their property, and the city's

general fund.

Assuming that it would be desirable to achieve the Bernal

Heights program in ten years, the city would have to divert $290,000

a year to the area. The 1967-1960 Capital Improvements Program calls

for a city-wide appropriation of $3,100,000 for projects similar to

those in the Neighborhood Improvement Program. Bernal Heights, with

37. of the city's population and 27, of its area could not reasonably

expect to capture 107, of the city's appropriations for a ten-year

period.

State or Federal aid will be necessary to achieve the plan.

State aid in the field of neighborhood development and housing is

limited, although some of the special purpose programs (e.g. education,

welfare and health) can sometimes be utilized. Federal programs are

more geared to urban development and assistance generally runs between

one-half or three-fourths of total program costs.

Rehabilitation Renewal and Code Enforcement are the principal

programs which could be utilized; both include two-thirds federal

financial aid, rehabilitation loans (37, interest rate) and rehabili-

tation grants for owners. Street improvements can be part of the
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program. Renewal is much more flexible in that virtually any type

of public improvement can be achieved under the program, plus land

clearance and low income housing.

Special purpose federal programs can supplement the limited

improvements included in the code enforcement program. The Urban

Beautification, Open Space Acquisition and Neighborhood Facilities

programs of the Department of Housing and Urban Development could

be utilized for park and community center development. The Bureau

of Outdoor Recreation also offers aid for land acquisition and

development which is being utilized in the city's mini-park program.

Other means of financing individual projects may be possible.

Philanthropic sources such as foundations, United Crusade agencies

and church groups should be encouraged. Voluntary efforts by civic

groups and individuals are contemplated in the plan; however monetary

value is anticipated as less than 37, of the cost of improvements.

Nevertheless such participation reaps great dividends and should be

encouraged

.

Although all avenues of easing the City's financial burden

should be fully exploited, it must be recognized that a Neighborhood

Improvement Program is basically a City investment.

Selection of Basic Program

Both rehabilitation renewal and code enforcement could employ

federal aid to rejuvenate private property as well as public facilities,

Controversy over the selection of program is almost inevitable, as
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both have advantages and disadvantages.

Community receptiveness is a prime consideration in selecting

the implementing tools. The preliminary report of the Community

Renewal Program, published in 1966, precipitated extensive dis-

agreement over a recommendation for clearance and redevelopment of

the top of Bernal Heights. The most desirable private property in

the neighborhood was involved as well as the community's desire for

a park on the hilltop. The final report responded to citizen reaction

by changing the designation to conservation and rehabilitation, and

shifting the treatment area to a crescent below the hilltop on its

southerly slopes.

Rehabilitation renewal potential was studied in the Rapid Transit

Corridor Study and the Association's plan was used as the basis for

planning. A total cost of $18 million was projected for the renewal

of the area north of Cortland Avenue, of which $9 million would go

to public improvements. Nine percent of the dwellings would be cleared

and vacant lots acquired, enabling an increase of 250 housing units

at current densities. Compared with the City's other needs, such a

low return for $1G million would give renewal in Bernal Heights a low

priority. This, however, should not rule out the possibility of small

scale renewal projects over a period of time where they can yield

greater social, economic or physical benefits.

The principal alternative program is Federally Assisted Code

Enforcement (F.A.C.E.). This program could be utilized throughout

most of Bernal Heights, however, some pockets of blight and
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undevelopable terrain might still require the clearance and

acquisition features of renewal in order to correct their deficiencies,

A FACE Program which would include all of Bernal Heights except

these problem areas and stable St. Kary's Park subdivision is estimated

to cost $6 million in current dollars. Of this, $4 million would be

for the area north of Cortland Avenue.

The difference between the renewal program cost and the figure

above is due to underground wiring ($5.6 million) which would have been

on all streets, parking lots and miscellaneous street extensions ($1

million); a larger community center ($0.4 million); a net loss in land

sale for moderate cost housing ($2 million); administration ($3 million),

and contingencies ($2 million). It should be noted, however, that some

administrative costs and contingencies are not included in the N.I. P.

estimates, but are absorbed in City departmental budgets.

The principal weakness in utilizing FACE is that in cases where

rehabilitation is uneconomical the program is not empowered to com-

pensate the owner for demolition. Demolition has been extremely rare

in FACE, but can occur when the owner prefers to invest in higher use

of the property. Hardship cases have been solved by the Housing Appeals

Board which can waive regulations and grant time extensions. Deferring

demolition until after death of an elderly owner and requiring only

those basic hazard corrections which can be achieved within a re-

habilitation grant is a solution the board has utilized.
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The Neighborhood Improvement Program

The Bernal Heights area, is proposed to be divided into seven

possible FACE program areas ranging from 600 to 1000 structures each.

St. Mary's Park and potential renewal areas have been excluded. At

the current rate of progress the FACE program can accommodate an ad-

ditional 1,500 structures per year. If a new area is started each

year the final area would be closed out at the end of ten years;

however, the increasing demand throughout the city for FACE will

probably necessitate stretching the program out to fifteen years.

The cost of code enforcement, based on current operations, would

be $2.6 million and eligible public improvements $1.5 million. This

reflects the two to one formula for federal and local shares in

program cost, an indication that the plan does not seek an unreasonably

high level of public improvements. On the other hand, federal funds

can underwrite two-thirds of the cost if a higher level is sought.

It may be possible for example, to provide more on-street parking

through street widenings, or street reconstruction and resurfacing

where needed. The need for such additional improvements will become

evident as citizen advisory groups are formed to consider the details

of improvement planning in the respective treatment areas.

Costs for each of the seven areas have been estimated. Because

area boundaries often separate a facility (like a park) from its

natural service area, some of the areas may appear to receive too

little or too much investment. Adjustments were made for these

peripheral improvements and then the adjusted values were compared
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with code enforcement cost. The results were that improvements ranged

from 427<> to 527., of program costs, a reasonably uniform level of in-

vestment throughout the community. Absolute uniformity would be un-

wise, as some areas have more generous public facilities.

For improvements not included in FACE other federal aid programs

are contemplated. The Neighborhood Facilities program can be utilized

to provide the community center building. If the center were a new

branch of Mission Neighborhood Centers (to replace its facility on

Precita Avenue) the local share could consist of the city donation of

land. In exchange the center could agree to make its facilities

available for public recreational use and social services. A $300,000

facility is contemplated in the il.I.P. budget, which would imply

donation of $150,000 worth of land, or 3.5 acres at one dollar per

square foot. This size site would provide space for parking and out-

door activities. The site suggested in the neighborhood plan is the

easterly end of the hilltop, readily accessible to both sides of the

hill and situated on a bus line.

The Open Space Acquisition program is a source of matching funds

for purchasing and developing the Esmeralda Avenue and Cortland Street

parks. Alternate sources are Bureau of Outdoor Recreation funds or,

for the Cortland site, Urban Renewal.

Urban renewal is suggested as the most promising means of solving

problems, concentrated along the south and easterly fringe of the

neighborhood. Within the area is an estimated $451,700 in potential

credits for public improvements which could finance a modest program.
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The feasibility of this approach will require detailed study.

The Urban Beautification program is contemplated as a secondary

source of funds which may be employed in the development of Bernal

Heights park and other projects not eligible under Code Enforcement.

Dependance on this program has been kept minimal because its funds

are limited and in great demand throughout the city. Bernal Heights

park development cost is estimated at $233,000 (25c a square foot)

and an initial amount of $120,000 is scheduled in the Capital Improve-

ments Program for 1969-1970. The remainder can come from beautification

and perhaps gas tax funds for roadside landscaping of the Boulevard

can be utilized.

Voluntary programs, generally of a beautification nature, are

anticipated throughout the community. By utilizing federal programs,

the city can lover its improvement costs from $3,132,000 saving

$731,567 and attracting $4,236,667 in federal funds to rejuvenate the

private sector as xvell as the public. (Actually several millions more

would be attracted in the form of 37» rehabilitation loans and grants.)

Study Areas

A review of the N.I. P. reveals that certain proposals require

more careful consideration than has been possible to date:

1. An aggregation of areas along the James Lick and Southern

freeways including several areas of difficult terrain where

ownership and access problems call for resubdivision and/or

redevelopment. Brewster St., Mojave loop, and the Alemany

bluff are included. Also, Farmers Market needs economic and
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TABLE II COST OF PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS BY ACTION AREAS
(Dollars in Thousands) Page 36
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TABLE III

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES

Page 37

LOCAL FEDERAL OTHER

FACE PROGRAM (66.67., Federal)
Eligible Impts. $1,532,500
Enforcement Cost 2 664 000

$4,196,500
Uncredited Impts. on boundaries
Volunteer Projects

URBAN RENEWAL (66.6% Federal)
(Based upon potential credits
for public improvements in

area, excluding parks)
Volunteer Projects

OPEN SPACE ACQUISITION (507. Fed.)
Esmeralda & Cortland Parks

BEAUTIFICATI01I (22%% Fed. in 1968)
B.H. Park, Holly Park
St. Mary's Playground, Precita Green
and boundary St. trees (uncredited
above) Contributions to B.H. Park

NEIGHBORHOOD FACILITIES (66.67, Fed.)

(City, donations: 3% acres @ $1.00
PSF)

$1,398, G33 $2,797,667

23,500

423,100

185,000

170,000

(150,000)

846,200

185,000

107,800

300,000

$45,400

1,600

46,500

TOTAL $6,476,700 $2,400,433 $4,236,667 $93,500
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design study to reveal the development potential of this

unique facility. While other means of implementation may

be recommended, an urban renewal study permits the detailed

investigation needed for these areas with the least cash

outlay by the City.

2. Another small area needs investigation for renewal action

to permit replanning undeveloped land between Stoneman St.

and Bernal Heights Blvd. in the vicinity of Shotwell and

Bocana Streets. This can be an appendage to the above study.

3. Consideration of the parking lot behind Mission Street

businesses should be withheld for further study. Consultation

with merchants and property owners and the parking authority

in the course of detailed improvement planning as part of the

FACE program is recommended.

4. The treatment of the Bernal Cut-Mission Street-foot of Dolores

Street ''gateway" area will be pursued within the City-wide

urban design study.

Action Priority

The seven FACE areas have been numbered to suggest a sequence in

which they might be undertaken. The first area was selected because

it is the principal entrance-way to the bulk of the community and im-

provements here would have the strongest visual impact to residents

and passersby. It also contains much of the oldest housing and higher

density housing, an indication of need for action. Furthermore the

improvements are relatively uncomplicated and design can proceed without
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additional preliminary studies.

Areas 2, 3, and 4 all adjoin the urban renewal study area along

the freeway, and all include street improvements which may involve

assessment districts entailing cooperation and negotiation between

property owners and the city. Although the sequence could be changed

it would appear desirable to make each new area contiguous to the

previous one. Area 5, due to its broad streets and ample green space

and recreation facilities has less pressing need for attention.

Areas 6 and 7 are on the north slope of the hill where views and a

more sheltered climate have contributed to a tendency toward self-

renewal. FACE is needed here but the urgency of treatment is not as

great as on the other slopes.
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V RECOMMENDATIONS

The N.I. P. proposes a modification and extension of the original

plan prepared by the residents. Section IV, Implementation attaches

a cost to this plan and suggests a sequence of action to make it a

reality.

The details of these sections have not been reviewed by the City

Planning Commission or the community. Following publication of this

report the planning department recommends:

1. Review of the Neighborhood Improvement Program by the

Bernal Heights Association and other interested groups in

the community, including such presentations as may be

necessary to acquaint the citizenry with the program and

opportunity to make adjustments as warranted.

2. A public meeting before the City Planning Commission at

which time the program as adjusted can be aired, and adoption

of a resolution approving the program and declaring the

Commission's intent to pursue implementation and periodic

review of the program, and instructing the Department of City

Planning to provide assistance in implementing the program

and coordinating activities with other city departments.

3. Presentation of the program to the Board of Supervisors

and requesting its' endorsement , in principle, of the

provisions embodied in the program.
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First steps toward implementation need not await the completion

of the process above; the Commission and Board of Supervisors have

already approved application for a federal grant for FACE, Area I,

with the prior approval of the community.
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